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Time & Action (T&A), Workflow Management for
Fashion Manufacturers
Fashion manufacturers and agent offices deal with hundreds of styles and customer orders every season. Each
of these styles/orders has a fixed timeline to complete fulfilment. In the run to catch-up with aggressive
timelines, manufactures and agents are challenged to control and track multiple events and tasks. Any failure
to control a task could potentially impact final deliveries, thus causing financial losses to the manufacturer.
Speed Step's T&A, Workflow Management is a formidable software application that helps fashion
manufacturers and agent offices to confidently control T&A events.
Speed Step's T&A, Workflow systems allow managers to move beyond daily crisis control into long-term
business management roles in line with company's strategic goals.

Our Solutions for your advantage
Speed Step's T&A, Workflow system is designed to give the following benefits to Fashion Manufacturers:
Never miss a deadline!
Always get alerted for failed events
Ability to proactively resolve potential delays
Fine-tune your pre-production critical paths
Ensure you always send all required sample colors/sizes for approval by customers
Integration with courier companies for on-line tracking of shipments
Mobile Apps for seamless data entry
ERP integration for non-redundancy
Pinpoint areas where immediate attention is required

Features
Order Management
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Manage your customer Orders
Control Quantity, Color and Size breakdown
Manage your Delivery Dates
Attach all relevant documents like Tech-packs or
image data
Manage all your communications for each order
and get transparent information with a single click
Use the T&A Workflow for each order
Maintain the bill of material
Manage price inquiries from suppliers or
sub-contractors
Manage production status information
Manage your Inspections
Manage your delivery processes
Use powerful reporting system to get always
up to date information

T&A Order Workflow System
Unlimited workflow templates to address
customer-style specific event tracking
Create sales order and bulk production workflows
Create tasks independent or dependent on
other tasks.
Define tasks that can be closed manually by user
or automatically over integrated process actions.
Define task behavior - what should happen when
a task is completed. For ex.: send alert message or
trigger an action
Define escalation rules - who should be informed
if a task is past due
Define Alerts, Inform users about due dates
through alerts
Assign responsibility for each tasks to individual
users or user groups
Use the T&A dashboard to get actual status
information
Fully integrated communication system, Email,
messaging and Outlook

Features
Reporting
Analysis reports by customer, by period, by style
(monthly, yearly, season etc.)
On-time performance
Delays
Performance by responsible persons
Trend reports such as: o Processes that are showing improved
performances or decreasing performances
o Specific steps/processes that are consistently
delayed
Impact of delays on delivery
Order analysis reporting such as On-Time deliveries,
Accurate quantity deliveries
Delivery date controlling reports

Sample Delivery
Manage your sample deliveries
Tracking your deliveries
Integrated to T&A Workflow system
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Quality Module
Manage your inspection bookings
Manage your inspections
Manage your customer quality controls
Manage the sample approvals
Integrated to T&A Workflow system
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ERP

Powerful standard interfaces to integrate
ERP applications into the T&A System
Microsoft Office Integration
Communication Interface to Microsoft Outlook
Integration into the speed step supply chain
application

Speed Step software applications - Ideal for
fashion business
Speed Step's applications are specifically designed for fashion manufacturing industries. These solutions
cover entire range of processes in today's globalized supply chain in their standard form, thus minimizing
customization and reducing implementation time and cost. Yet, these solutions are flexible enough to
address any specific needs easily.
Being modular, you can choose to implement the solutions in individual and important areas to get
immediate results.
Speed Step solutions can be integrated in your existing IT-systems easily. Open and modern interfaces are
the base for integration. Speed Step offers WEB-services, XML files as standard interfaces to ERP-systems
such as SAP, thus guaranteeing that data is captured at its origin.

A collaborated partnership
Being a long-term Fashion Industry Partner, we have gained immense experience in design, development,
implementation and support of our software solutions.
We deploy our team of experts to your company from initial project planning till completion. With adoption
of new technologies, continuous product improvement and uninterrupted support, we assure that your
investment is protected.
Together with you, we will ensure your project is successful and reaches its objective.

Please see information about our other products:
PDM
Product Data Management
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SRM
Supplier Relationship Management

Final Inspection

Fashion Design
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